The online platform "Kooperation international" offers in-depth information on international cooperation activities in the field of research and innovation. The platform provides analyses of the research and innovation systems of selected countries with particular focus on their cooperation with Germany, information on current topics and trends, such as digitalization and the transfer of knowledge (mostly in German), and features topical news, events and funding opportunities. To keep up to date on current developments in this field, you are invited to subscribe to Kooperation international's free customisable info service.
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Registration open for the European Conference on Industrial Technologies IndTech 2020:

- **26.10.2020 - 28.10.2020**
- **Mainz**

Science Africa Workshop: International Research Cooperation on Sex, Gender and Diversity
- **07.03.2020**
- **Nairobi**

Science & Technology Ecosystem in Portugal
- **09.03.2020**
- **online**

Subscription to email news
Manage your personal email news subscription to receive regular updates about the topics of international cooperation in education and science that concern you.
Submit your own articles to publish them on Kooperation international.

News

- **25.02.2020**
  70th Lindau Nobel Laureate Meeting: Around 70 Laureates set to meet with young scientists from 100...

- **21.02.2020**

- **19.02.2020**
  World of the future: FCHgo! launches international school contest on fuel cells and hydrogen
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Calls

- Deadline: 07.03.2020
  The Keio Medical Science Prize

- Deadline: 15.03.2020
  Research Residency in Paris: Thinking Europe - Rebooting Democracy

- Deadline: 23.03.2020
  Third call for the establishment of Dioscuri Centres in Poland
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